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Water is the driving force of 
all nature
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TURKEY’S THERMAL 
REGIONS OF BENEFICIAL 
HEALT ASPECTS 

Thermal Springs 
of  Turkey

T urkey is one of the 7 countries in the world in terms of thermal source 

richness with almost 1300 thermal springs throughout Anatolia.The 

temperature of these hot springs varies between 20-110 degrees 

Celsius (68-230 Fahrenheit), and 

their flow is between 2-500 liters 

per second.IThe areas indicated 

below which you could find ther-

apeutic and beneficial cures for 

human health, hotels in various 

categories for visitors and patients, 

leader areas in health tourism and 

possible to reach among the year.

The areas indicated below which 

you could find therapeutic and 

beneficial cures for human health. 

hotels in various categories for 

visitors and patients. leader areas 

in health tourism and possible to 

reach among the year. 

TURKEY
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Hello!

BE THE HEALTHIEST 
YOU

thermal 
pools

TURKEY

If you’re ready 
to reveal your 
healthiest you 
this year, here 
are the best 
thermal pools 
in TURKEY . 
Will make you 
feel wonderful 
from head to 
toe.

100% satisfaction
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Turkey

AFYON

Afyonkarahisar is a city in western Turkey, the capital of Afyon Province. Afyon is in mountainous 
countryside inland from the Aegean coast, 250 km south-west of Ankara along the Akarçay River.
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One of the far from sea cities of the Aegean Region. Afyon is famous with its mineral water and thermal 

springs. Being far from the sea is not a disadvantage for this beautiful city. Afyon. connecting Mediterra-

nean Region to interior Anatolia is a well· developed city, famous with its cuisine, healing waters and nat-

ural beauties. This is where opium is most cultivated in Turkey. Afyon is also very important with its marble sources 

and ruins of ancient cities. Afyon, having usually cold weathers in winter, is a city of health resorts and a heaven of 

the thermal tourism. The hot springs of the environs are famous abroad as they are in Turkey. Some of these thermal 

springs. dating back to the ancient times and known even before the Roman times, have been enjoyed for thousand 

of years. 

“According to the legend, Suna, the 

daughter of the King Midas and hav-

ing pustules and wounds on her skin, 

can not be cured by the physicians 

coming from various regions. 

Suna is healed by the water of this 

natural spring when she casually 

drinks and has a bath in; and after 

that the King Midas has a health resort 

constructed in this region. Since those 

times. this place is benefited for the 

heating purposes.” 

The temperature of the spring 

water is 49 C and it’s rich in carbon 

diox ide ,  sodium bicarbonate . 

sodium chloride. bromide and 

fluoride. 

The water has beneficial effects 

on arthrit is ,  sciat ica.  disc 

hernia,  neuritis, neuralgia, 

lumbago. osteoarthritis. and is 

also beneficial after orthopedic 

surgery and various other surgical 

treatments. such as post-op-

erative therapy. Patients with 

skin ailments like psoriasis, 

eating problems. stomach. 

intestine and gall bladder, 

kidney, urinary tract and 

gynecologic disorders, and mus-

cle and nerve fatigue also ben-

efit from it .

The composition is good for 

balancing the iron ratio, and has 

rehabilitation value in the treat-

ment of hemiplegia.

“Thermal Water 
Specifications and 
Beneficial health 
aspects of Afyon.”
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The thermal waters that people have used to find 
healing throughout the history reach the top level in 
NG Afyon with today’s wellness practices. 

Luxury Thermal Wellness

Gural Afyon Wellness 

&Conventionis conve-

niently located at the 

junction of Aegean. Mediterranean 

and Central Anatolian regions link-

ing to Afyon city in Turkey. The five 

star property is Turkeys biggest ex-

clusive thermal hotel with its 428 

elegant rooms and 9500m’ Spa 

center.

The property is designed and 

equipped with the latest techno-

logical equipments and state-of-

the-art facilities in its Conference 

& Exhibition Centre with 13 meeting 

rooms, one has a seating capacity 

of for up to 1500 delegates. 2200 m2 

of sophisticated event space and 

social areas offera pleasant stay 

for all guestson premises. 

Gural Afyon Wellness &Conventio-

nis 45 km from Kutahya Zafer Air-

port. 90km from Usak Airport, 130 

km from Eskisehir Anadolu Univer-

sity Airport and 280 km from Anka-

ra Esenboga Airport. 

We’r glad to introduce the miner-

al-rich. non-required to add water 

to make warm. used only in our 

hotel colourless, odorless thermal 

water which is a unique gift of nature. 

HEALTFUL FEATURES OF THE NG THERMAL WATER  

Rheumatic disease  

Calcification of the joints  

Inflammatory rheumatic diseases 

Soft tissue rheumatism 

Musculo-skeletal system disorders  

Injuries and fractures  

Periods after orthopedic surgery  

Back and neck pain  

Shoulder eclipses  

Skin diseases  

Psoriasis  

Eczema  

Acne  

Nervous system  

Sciatic nerve pain eclipses  

The period after stroke  

Metabolism and Hormonal  

Diabetes  

Gout  

Lipid metabolism (cholesterol) support  

Protein metabolism support

GURAL 
AFYON 
WELLNESS & 
CONVENTION 
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Thermal Water Mineral Content  

Sooium level: 48mg/L %93 mval , Bicarbonate Levet 61 

Omg/L, %51 mval , Sulfate Level: 305mg/L %32 mval 

Therefore, it is in the category of sodium bicarbonate 

and sulphate mineral water.  

In addition, 

Fluoride Level:1.29mg/L ,Meta silicate acid Level: 129mg/L  

Meta-boric acid Level: 55mg/L 

Beauty Cures  

Anti-Aging Cures: Protection of possible health prob-

lems in later ages. for aging healthy and energetic.  

Anti-stress Cures: Soothing and relaxing for mental 

loads and excessive stress 

Health Protection and Empowerment Cures: Protec-

tion and empowerment of health before disease. 

Metabolic Health: Supporting and normalising the 

sugeri fat and protein metabolisms. 

Regeneration: In cases of exhaustion and burnout. for 

renovation. mental and physical relaxation.  

“Thermal Water has unique 
features as Hiperthermal 
and Mineral Water. 
Therefore. it is in the group 
of Termomineral Water in 
general classification.”

Meet the 
wellness 
of Thermal 
Wellness 
with perfect 
comfort!
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KOREL THERMAL RESORT 
CLINIC & SPA HOTEL 

K arel Thermal Resort Clinic & Spa Hotel’s official opening on December 9, 2006. Afyon city center 13 km away 

from the hotel. total number of rooms 329, capacity is 1.000 beds. Standard. President Suite (540 m2), King. 

Large, Junior. Comer, Terrace, Connection. 9 room types including rooms for the handicapped are available. 

All rooms have air conditioning. hair 

dryer. telephone, minibar, satellite 

TV and a safe. Wireless internet 

access in all rooms and throughout 

the property serves. 

Karel Thermal Resort Hotel that 

g i v e s  s e r v i c e  i n  t h e  a r e a  o f

Physiotherapy and rehabilitation 

(hydrotherapy) and Thermal water 

curing, offers private cure alternatives 

scientifically and with prestige. We 

have planned everything for your 

comfort  in  our  hote l  that  has 

329 rooms and that has been 

constructed on 120.00 m2 area. 

“Our Spa center satisfies 
the personal care and rest 
needs of our guests by its 
crackerjack team and 
technological units.”
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Our
Thermal 

Water 

It can also be an after treatment 

element in orthopaedic opera-

tions, mobilization Works in situ-

ations of long time immobility like 

neurosurgery, selected neurologic 

disorders in chronical period. for 

rehabilitation purpose in treatment 

of diseases like cerebral palsy, as 

complementary treatment in gen-

eral stres disorders like stress disor-

der and neurovegetative: and also 

in sports injuries. It can also be a 

supportive treatment in the form 

of drinking practices in selected 

events like gastrointestinal system 

functional disorders and urinary 

tract calculus. 

THE DISEASES THAT THERMAL 

WATER IS GOOD FOR 

Rheumatism  

Neuralgia ( inflammation that 

spread along nevre) . 

Neuritis ( nevre ending inflam-

mation) spondilitis ( back bone 

calcification) . 

Polineuritis ( inflammation of 

nerves more than one) . 

Tendinitis (inflammation oftendon)  

Arthrosis (joint calcifications) . 

Cellulites (soft tissue rheumatism).  

Sciatic ( sciatic nevre compres-

sion) myalgia (muscle pain) . 

Gynecological diseases (in chronic 

periods).  

Polio sequel (poliomyelitis) . 

Paraplegia (paralysis of both lower 

extremities both lower legs). 

Fracture and dislocation seqyels. 

sequels after accidents and 

operations. 

Psychological prostration. brain 

prostration. 

Intestinal diseases, kidney and 

urinary tract disorders, chronic 

cystitis. chronic kidney Stones, 

functional deficiency, respiratory 

disorders.

It can be used as bathing practices under control of a 
medical doctor in the cronical periods of inflammatory 
rheumatic diseases ( particularly rheumatoid arthritis and 
ankylosing spondylitis ); in treatment of chronical low back 
pain. noninflammatory joint disorders like osteoartrit, as 
complementary treatment in soft tissue disorders like 
myositis. tendinitis. trauma. fibromyalgia syndrome.

THERE MUST BE QUITE FEW THINGS 
THAT A HOT BATH WONT CURE, BUT 
I DONT KNOW MANY OF THEM. 
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Physiotherapy and rehabilitation 

are treatment methods used in 

muscle and bone pains. move-

ment restrictions of joints. muscle 

weakness and movement difficul-

ties that arise from various reasons. 

In treatment clinics. heat treat-

ment. therapeutic electric current. 

spinal traction treatment, exercise, 

massage and hydrotherapy are 

applied. 

Private Korel physiotherapy and 

rehabilitation centre is a healty 

care organization that is certified 

by Ministry of Health and that gives 

service with specialist medical 

doctor staff. physiotherapists, nurs-

es and health technicians. 

Being scientific. prestige, reliability, 

high patient satisfaction, private 

(personal treatment, international 

standards in aqua therapy. phys-

iotherapy and rehabilitation ... We 

work to give health service to our 

guests in international standards. 

Our full equipped cure clinic is in 

your service. 

Korel
Thermal resort clinic &
SPA Hotel 

“Thermal water has been 
used for thousands of years 
to heal arthritis, joint pain 
and burns, but its primary 
use is to relieve the skin of 
certain afflictions..”

PHYSIOTHERAPY AND 

REAHABILITATION CENTRE  
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DIAGNOSIS UNIT 
HYDROTHERAPY 
PHYSIOTHERAPY
REHABILITATION 
UNIT
DECOMPRESSION 

DIAGNOSIS UNIT 

Laboratory examinations (blood 

count, biochemistry). EKG. radiography.  

THERMAL TREATMENT. 

MASSAGE TREATMENT  

Thermal treatment and jacuzzi. 

inside water exercise, fangotherapy. 

treatment massages. classical 

massage. 

HYDROTHERAPY 

Curing pool; exercise applications 

inside the pool with a hydro therapist.  

Whole body electrical bath; 

stangerbad bath, four cells 

electrical bath. inside water 

massage. contrast bath. 

turbulance bath for whole body. 

arms and legs, pressurized shower; 

kneipp type application. 

PHYSIOTHERAPY 

Electrotherapy. high-tone 

electrotherapy. vacuum treatment, 

ultrasound, short wawe diathermy. 

surface heat applications. 

parafin bath. magnetic field cure, 

air swelled compression cure 

(for iymphedema) 

REHABILITATION UNIT 

Orthopaedic, neurologic and 

rheumatologic rehabilitation, 

cerebral palsy rehabilitation. 

isokinetic exercise system, hand 

rehabilitation unit. 

DECOMPRESSION CURE 

Anew technology in non-operative 

treatment of spinal disc hernia-

tion and cervical disc. Hernia: an 

effective treatment in spinal disc 

herniation and cervical disc hernia. 
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The joy of 
hot springs !
-Orthopaedic rehabilitation qoint 
prosthesis, after arthroscopy 
and ligament operation. sequels 
after fracture, ligament stres and 
rupture)
-Neurological rehabilitation (palsy/
paralysis, spinal injuries and 
paralysis and other neurological 
diseases)
-Hand rehabilitation ( rehabilita-
tion after hand injuries or hand 
operations)
-Rehabilitation of spastic children
-Rehabilitation of sports injuries
-Rehabilitation of old people

MOVEMENT DISORDERS, LOSS OF 
BODILY FUNCTIONS 

Karel physiotherapy and reha-
bilitation clinic employs Profes-
sional medical staff specialists on 
rehabilitation. physiotherapist and 
hydrotherapists. We treat patients 
who suffer from muscle-bone 
disorders. servikal and lumbar disc 
hernia, orthopedic injuries, neuro-
togic disorders and hand injuries. 

CLINIC INFORMATION 

-The physical therapy and electro-
therapy
-Magnetic field therapy
-Spinal decompression
-Rehabilitation and gymnastic
-izokinetic testing and exercise
-The hydrotherapy Qet shower. 
whirlpools stangerbad, four-cell 
etectrobath)
-Fango an para fin
-Therapeutic massage
-Aquatic exercise

SERVICES & TREATMENTS

OZONOTHERAPY 

As an immune enhancing (in protection from influenza and enhancing pf 

body immunity) , In headache, dysmnesia and migraine

In chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia (waking up tired, deficiency 

in memory, joint and muscle pains, weakness)

Fort he purpose of losing weight and for reducing drug using frequency and 

drug using quantity (in asthma, allergy. bronchitis and KOAH)

In diabetes and circulatory system diseases (ozone affects and cures by 

antioxidant effect in blood, anti-

inflammatory effect. blood diluents 

and increasing oxygen-carrying 

capacity).

As anti-aging, in periodontal 

diseases, aphtha. for cellulites as 

anti-rheumatismat. for cancerous 

patients, in sudden hearing loss 

and tinnitus, in sports medicine. 

non-healing wounds. in curing 

of pustule, acne and eczema. as 

a complementary treatment in 

many diseases, in viral hepatitis(A,B 

and C Types), and has detox effect.

pain killer (analgesic) effect. ·

CLINICAL STUDY FIELD

Karel clinic is a clinic in which 

necessary rehabilitation applications 

are performed to Enhance bodiily 

functions to the highest level and 

in  w h i ch  s tud ies  on  pa in 

management are being done, 

basically for the patients who have 

problems in musculoskeletal 

system. At the same time. Ko rel 

clinic is a physiotherapy centre 

that is certificated by ministry of 

health. Some of the diseases that 

are cured in our clinic are given 

below:

Rheumatismal diseases.

Inflamed arthralgia (rheumatoid 

arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, etc.)

Calcification, degenerative diseases

Osteoporosis, other metabolic 

bone diseases.

Soft tissue rheumatism (fibromyal-

gia. tendinitis). Neck and low back 

pains, herniated disc and cervical 

disc hernia . Painful joint diseases 

(such as shoulder. hand. hip, knee)

Pain management.
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EN-
joy.

ISO KINETIC EXERCISE SYSTEM 

The HUMAC NORM offers 22 isolated-joint movement patterns. four resistance modes. Bringing solutions to musculo-

skletal problems by continue passive motion and strengthening exercises. I sokinetic system is used mainly in sports 

rehabilitation. in patients experienced orthopedic surgey and in patients with frozen joints. 

PNEUMATIC COMPRESSION THERAPY FOR LYMPHEUDEMA 

Lympha pres plus is the very newest concept for treatment of lymphedema and venous disor-

ders. The lympha pres device applies pressure in sequence from the most distal part of the limb.  

proximally towards the body that assists trapped lymphatic fluid to find its way to alternative. open lymphatic channels. 

THE DRX9000TM: TRUE NON-SURGICAL SPINAL DECOMPRESSION SYSTEM 

DRX9000TM decompression system provides a primary treatment modality for the management of pain and dis-

ability for patients suffering with servical pain or low back pain and sciatica. It has the capability of decompressing 

disc to relieve pressure on the spi-

nal nerves caused by disc hernia-

tions, degenerative disc disease, 

sciatica and posterior facet syn-

drome. 

THE HIGH-TONE THERAPY  

High- tone therapy is a four-chan-

nel pain therapy device for a com-

plete program of electrotherapy. 

Paralel to the various indications 

the device also offers total body 

vitalization. 

FANGO THERAPY 

Fango method uses a paste-kind 

mixture. which consists mainly out 

of volcanic ash. Besides the hesling 

effect of hot application, the min-

eral content of this mixture have 

healing effect on the whole bady. 

Aqua therapy is beneficial for pat ents recovering from sports and work 
related injuries and bone fractures. rheumatic disorders and other painful 
conditions. Aqua therapy reduces pain & muscle spasms. increases range 
of motion . increases circulation in the body and affected area, decreases 
swelling, reduces healing time. improves cardiovascular conditioning and 
allows freedom of mobility to patients. 

AQUA THERAPY
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Turkey

BURSA

Bursa is a large city in northwest Turkey, lying in the foothills of roughly 2,500m-high Mount Uludağ 
near the Sea of Marmara
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Bursa lies in the northwestern part of Turkey near the Sea of Marmara, about 20 km inland. 

Bursa was the first major city the Ottomans. who started as a small emirate in the countryside just east of 

Bursa. had taken control of. As such. it served as the first capital city of the Ottoman Empire. from 1326. when 

it was captured from the Byzantines. to 1365. when the capital was moved to Edime in European Turkey, as sultans 

started to tum their attention to Europe. Most of the historic sights of the city date back to this early period of the 

Ottomans. 

Today, with a population of more than 2,500,000, Bursa is the fourth largest city in Turkey after Istanbul, Ankara. and 

Izmir. It is famous for its peach, chestnut. and silk. although lately, heavy industry located in the outskirts of the city 

has surpassed these traditional industries.Furthermore. Uludag one of the highest mountains in Turkey lies very 

close to Bursa and is the main winter sports center of 

Turkey. Bursa is one of the richest cities in the wortd es-

pecially in terms of thermal springs and Hamams. The 

eartiest information about Bursa Thermal Springs can 

be seen in the speeches of Dion in year 82. While re-

pairing the Hamams left over from the Byzantines. the 

Ottomans were building new hot springs and thermal 

Hamams at the same time. Bursa”s thermal hot springs 

come out from the Bademli Bahce 

and Cekirge regions, west of the 

city. As the chemical analysis of the 

thermal waters is different in each 

region, it is also different with the 

ones that come out of the same 

region. So. it can be accepted that 

there are no connection between 

the sources. Waters in Cekirge are 

called steely waters and the wa-

ters in the Bademli Bahce are sulfu-

rous waters. Water at the Kara Mus-

tafa Thermal Springs is totally different. Water from the 

stone depot located in the Vakil Bahce (Vakil Garden) 

is distributed to 32 places. Among these are Hamams 

and Hotels.  Bursa thermal spring waters which have 

healed the emperors and queens and cured patients 

for centuries are being compared to amber which is 

believed to have high energy healing effects. A wide 

range of accommodations in tourist to deluxe-class 

hotels are available. as is medical 

supervision. Most of the thermal 

springs, in both modern and histor-

ical settings, are in the Cekirge dis-

trict of Bursa. The waters (47 -78 C) 

contain bicarbonate. sulphur. sodi-

um. calcium and magnesium. It’s 

suitable for drinking and bathing 

cures, and are beneficial for rheu-

matic. gynecologic and derrnato-

logic diseases, post-operational 

problems and for the metabolism.

“Thermal Water 
Specifications and 
Beneficial health 
aspects of Bursa.”
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Hotel Celik Palas is the best located hotel which is just 
placed at the city center. The Hotel is very close to the 
important locations such as hospitals. 

popular shopping malls, cultural and historical archi-
tects. The Hotel allows its guests to have a comfortable 
feeling and lovely memories with historical sensation. 

In Hotel Celik Palas, each room is prepared with the idea 
of combining the modern aspects that make your life 
comfortable as well as preserving the authentic atmo-
sphere. Entire Hotel non smoking rooms, handicapped 
rooms and rooms with city view and balcony available. 

WELLNESS & SPA CENTER
Turkish bath. Thermal pool with natural spring 
water, Sauna. Massage (therapy, relaxation. 
local Swedish. sport, face. rubbing. foaming. cellulite). 
Fitness Center. Laundry. Hotel Celik Palas provides you 
with the opportunity to boost your energy and health, 
while wor1<ing or on holiday. With the experienced 
Wellness Center staff. the spring water with a temperature 
of 47°C at its source helps you to release yourself from 
the daily stress and to restore your body and spirit. 

“Relax with the Turkish bath, 
thermal pool, sauna, care 
and massage facilities in 
the SPA center.”

HOTEL CELIK PALAS 
& CONVENTION 
CENTER
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Anion                                              Gr 
Cl            Chlorine                         
SO4        Sulfate                           
CO3H     Bicarbonate                 
H2SIO3   Silicic Acid                    
CO2       Carbone Dioxide 
Our spa center boasts the biggest Thermal Pool Bursa. unique with 
its 3000 m2 space. The Spa center is composed of 1 thermal indoor 
pool. 2 Turkish Baths. 1 VIP area. Aromatherapy services.massage 
rooms with 12 different massage techniques, skin care and beauty 
parlor and several rest areas. Along with an outdoor pool as well.        

The mineral waters of the Thermal Pool have positive and 
rejuvenating effects on skin. Its thermal waters contain 
fluoride and thermo-minerals enabling it to be used as an 
after-care element in diverse conditions such as the 
chronic periods of rheumatic diseases. chronic back pains. 
joint diseases. soft tissue diseases, orthopedic surgeries, 
during long-term immobilizations following brain and nerve 
surgeries. neurological diseases, stress disorders. sports 
injuries and gynecological diseases.

Thermal water has curative effects. when applied regularly, 
on allergic diseases like rheumatism, neuralgie. romatoit, 
artrit. artroz. fatigue, asthma. eczema. gout and on some 
gynecological diseases. 

Measure of radioactivity: 3 m.m.c
Pih (measure of the acidity): 7.4
Temperature of the thermal water at its source 47 C (116,6 F) 

Thermal Water Treatment; 

Analysis of Thermal Water (per one litre)

Thermal Pool

WELLNESS & 
SPA CENTER

0.002
0.055
0.305
0.037
 0.057
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KERVANSARAY
TERMAL HOTEL 
C O N V E N T I O N 
CENTER & SPA 

Rooms at Kervansaray Termal Convention & Spa display elegance and modern interior design in every detail 

Renovated this year. the rooms located in a historical building continue to impress au our guests. Most of the 211 

rooms at Kervansaray Termal Convention & Spa. of which 198 are standard. 6 junior suites and 7 corner suites, 

have balco-

nies. Luxury 

and modem 

design are 

among the 

most impres-

sive features of 

the historical 

a r c h i t e c t u r -

al work inside 

which elegant 

simplicity and 

comfort have 

been revived 

within a differ-

ent concept. 

Offering a half 

board system, 

Kervan;aray 

Termal 

Convention 

& Spa has 5 

restaurants 

where you can 

enjoy delicious 

meals of an 

endless variety 

of different 

appealing 

presentations. 

impeccable 

and stylish 

decorations as 

well as com-

fortable sitting 

furniture. 

“It offers a green, quiet and peaceful environment on 9 acres of land in the 
center of Cekirge, which is famous for its hot springs in Bursa.”
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“Water is the driving force of 
all nature.”

LTHERMAL HOT SPRING (MEN’S) 

The 20m’ and 1.SOm deep men-on-

ly thermal hot spring swimming 

pool with water at a temperature 

of 40°C has been curing visitors for 

centuries. The pool continues to im-

press visitors by both contribution 

to the visitors’ health therapies and 

by its rich historical background.  

The area also has a changing room 

and a vitamin bar. 

THERMAL HOT SPRING (WOMEN’S) 

The 12m’ and 1.35m deep wom-

en-only thermal hot spring swim-

ming pool also includes a spe-

cial area for use by children.  

The women-only area has a sepa-

rate changing room. 

Containing water at a temperature 

of 40°C, the pool has been curing 

visitors for centuries. The 

pool continues to impress visitors by both contribution to the visitors’ health 

therapies and by its rich historical background. 

INDOOR {SEMI-OUTDOOR) SWIMMING POOL 

Located at the ground floor of our hotel partly indoors and partly outdoors 

and containing thenmal water at a temperature of 32 °c, this pool ensures 

water circulation between indoor and outdoor sections of different depths. 

With an area of 75m’. this pool has an average depth of 80 m and 1 SO mat 

its outdoor section. A separate section within the indoor part of the pool 

contains a 2m’ children’s pool with a depth of 40 cm. 
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MARIGOLD 
THERMAL & SPA 

HOTEL

Marigold Thermal & SPA Hotel, has the uniqueness 
of the thermal therapy tradition. the location by be-
ing in the heart of the city and the name comes from 
Velvet flowers in the foothills of Uludag mountains. 
Thennal & Spa Hotel, a five-star comfort and Marigold 
boutique hotel concept of hospitality in a very different 
temperature meet. Away from the standard hotel con-
cept unique and peaceful city hotel. 

THERMAL INFORMATION 
Journey of Thermal waters at 46’C starting in the soil 
depths is completed above the ground by flourising 
with minerals and elements. 

At the end of this journey. continuing from Uludag to 
Cekirge as the heart of Bursa for thousands of years, 
Thermal waters share all their treasures with our guests, 
and restores beauty. health and healing. 
Natural Thermal waters with source from Vak,fbahce 
are very rich in minerals and valuable since they can 
be used without the need to mix with cold water anda re 
not kept waiting .. 

This miraculous nature[ Thermal water has therapeutic 
and treatment supportive features in rheumatic diseas-
es and calcifications. skin, muscle and skeleton systems. 

gyneccology, respiratory system. stomach diseases. 
stres and sleeping disorders ...  Istanbul University physi-
cochemical properties of chemical water analysis report:  
PH value: 7.19 - density:1000gm/cm3 · carbon dioxide: 
41.3mg/L -hardness: 26.6Fr’S -cations: 118.048mg/L - an-
ions: 381.737mg/L · total mineralization: 551.898mg/L 

Everything is comfortable, peaceful and tranquil here. 
Every moment you experience is a part and incidence 
of a happy life. Health is an attainable treasure; beauty 
is a natural consequence. 

Reward yourself with a memorable day in Pithia Ther-
mal Spa. Thermal pool is to obviate your tiredness for 
days, to entertain the hotness by leaving the stres 
behind. to add elegance to your beauty.

“Pure water is the world’s first 
and foremost Medicine.”
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Your health is an 
investment, not an 

expense
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Pamukkale,Turkey

DENIZLI

Pamukkale is a new intracity district and second level municipality in Denizli Province, Turkey.
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Located against the hillside at the southern side of the plains of the Biiyiik Menderes River sits the city of Denizli in 

southwestern Turl<ey - the country’s Aegean Region. Denizli has realized exceptional economic development in 

the last few decades based mainly on the exports of their textile production. Although mainly associated with 

the Pamukkale stone formations. it has become an active center of manufacturing of cotton towels. bath robes and 

others. Other attractions that have brought economic growth to Denizli are the ancient ruins of Hierapotis, as well as 

ruins of the city of Laodicea on the Lycus. the ancient metropolis of Phrygia. and those of Honaz - about 10 miles west 

of Denizli which was in the 1st century AD. the city of Colossae. Most noteably being Pamakkute which is the natural 

site that contains hot springs and travertine terraces of carbonate minerals left by the flowing water. Pamukkale has 

been recognized as a World Heritage Site together with Hierapolis. 

Denizli Pamukkale. meaning ‘cotton castle’ in Turkish, is 

a natural site in Denizli Province in southwestern Turkey. 

The city contains hot springs and travertines. terraces of 

carbonate minerals left by the flowing water. It is locat-

ed in Turkey’s lnnerAegean region. in the River Menderes 

valley, which has a temperate climate for most of the 

year. The ancient Greco-Roman and Byzantine city of 

Hierapotis was built on top of the white ‘castle”which is 

in total about 2.700 metres (8,860 ft) tong. 600 m (1.970 

ft) wide and 160 m (525 ft) high. It can be seen from the 

hills on the opposite side of the valley in the town of 

Denizli, 20 km away. Tourism is and has been a major 

industry. People have bathed in its pools for thousands 

of  years .  As recent ly  as the mid-20th century . 

hotels were built over the ruins of 

Hierapolis, causing considerable 

damage. An approach road was 

bui l t  f rom the val ley over the 

terraces. and motor bikes were 

allowed to go up and down the slopes. 

When the area was declared a 

World Heritage Site, the hotels were demolished and 

the road removed and replaced with artificial pools. 

Pamu kkale’s terraces are made of travertine, a 

sedimentary rock deposited by water from the hot 

springs. Pamukkale is also a popular tourist destination 

in the Aegean region . In this area, there are 17 hot 

water springs in which the temperature ranges from 

35 •c (95 ‘F) to 100°C (212 °F). The water that emerges 

from the spring is transported 320 metres(1.050 ft ) to 

the head of the travertine terraces and deposits 

calcium carbonate on a section 60 to 70 metres (200 

to 230 ft) tong covering an expanse of 240 metres (790 

ft) to 300 metres (980 ft). Thermal waters ( radioactive) 

contain hydro carbonate. sulphur. calcium, carbon

dioxide and iron. and are suitable 

for drinking and bathing helping 

heart and circulatory complaints 

as well as digestive. gall bladder, 

rheumatic and kidney diseases.

“Thermal Water 
Specifications and 
Beneficial health 

aspects of Denizli.”
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COLLOSSAE 
T H E R M A L 
HOTEL

Hotel has been con-

stituted on a decare 

area, just next to the 

ancient thennal city 

Hierapolis ruins and 

travertine of Pamukkale which re-

minds a pile of cotton. It is the first 

5 stars Thermal Hotel of Denizli. Its 

name comes from COLOSSAE an-

cient city. which is one of the most 

important settlements of Phrygia. 

2 km to the Pamukkale ancient city. 1 km to Karahay,t Red Water, 22 km Den-

izli Down town. 20 km to the railway station. 25 km to the bus station. 70 km 

to the Cardak airport The transport from the city center to the hotel is done 

via minibus. 

The hotel contains 327 rooms and 750 bed capacity. 203 standard rooms 

(21.Sm2). 94 Deluxe rooms (3Sm2), 18 suit rooms (35m2). 3 deluxe suit rooms 

(48m2), 3 King suit rooms (56m2). 3 triplex suite (180m2) and 3 rooms phys-

ically handicapped people. 

Thermal water. used for bath and as drinking water. can strenghten the 

toughness of the person and has also many positive and regulative effects. 

“It’s not selfish to love
yourself, take care of 
yourself and to make your 
happiness a priority 
it’s necessary”
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Thermal Water 

It can be used as the bath appli-

cations for the treatment of the 

chronic period of the rheumatic 

diseases, for the orthopaedic and 

neurological sequelae’s rehabil-

itation and as the drinking appli-

cations for the treatment of the 

functional diseases of the gas-

tro-intestinal system and chron-

ic diseases of the biliary tract as 

complementary applications. 

Pelolde 

It is used as bath or extremity package practices for the orthopaedic and 

neurological sequelae’s rehabilitation, for the rehabilitation and treatment 

of the rheumatic diseases on the chronic period and as the adjuvant ther-

apy of the pelvic inflammatory diseases on the chronic period. 

Beauty and wellness center is open during week days and weekends be-

tween 08:00 and 22:00. Thermal center is open during weekdays between 

08:30 and 15:00; during the weekends between 08:30 and 22:00
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PAM THERMAL 
HOTEL 

Pam Thermal Hotel exists in the 

western part of Turkey, in Den-

izli city and Pamukkale Kara-

hayit region, in the foot of forestry 

mountain. In addition to the fabulous 

white lime stone of Pamukkale, Kara-

hayit region is also famous for its red 

water. This thermal spring which has 

its source within our hate fascinates

everyone by its formation of beautiful 

red colored lime stones and thermal 

pools. If you enter to our hotel you will 

enjoy every corner of our main hall 

which includes lobby. lobby bar, TV 

room, administrative sections and a 

market. With green trees in every sea-

son and beautiful roses in spring, our 

garden has 236 rooms with 490 beds 

in inter-connected buildings. All of 

them are also connected to the cure 

center. 

Treated Diseases 

Musculoscelatal System Diseases. 

Chronic Pain, Chronic Rheumatic 

Diseases. - Marbus Bechterew (Sp-

odylitis Ankilosans). Chronic Polyar-

thritis (Rheumatoid Arthritis). Psoriatic 

Arthritis. Degenerative Arthritis. 

Degenerative Spondylosis. Herniat-

ed Lumbar and Cervial Disc. After 

Herniated Disc Surgery. Ostoeporosis. 

Fibromyalgia Syndrome. Disability Af-

ter Accident, Sport injury. Joint Oper-

ation. Rehabilitation for Neurological 

Disorders - Stroke, Hemiplegia, Plegia, 

Paraplegia. Dermatologic Diseases - 

Psoriasis, Eczema. Neurodenmitis. 

Therapies/Applications: 

Mix Thenmalbath with Sodium. Bicar-

bonate. Sulphate. Calsium. Magne-

sium, Carbon Dioxide. iron includes 

58 Grad Springwater. Drinking Cure, 

Jacuzzi. Mudtherapy. Mudbath. Elec-

trotherapies. Ultrasound. Groupgym-

nastic, Aquagymnastic. l<inesiother-

apy. instrumental Training. Massages, 

Lymphdrainage. 
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PAM THERMAL
I’m Loving it..!

The Treatment Program

30 applications per week 

for indikation according 

to the treatment plan (15 

active. 15 passive)

Use of thermal water. 

drinking cure, sauna and 

turkish hamamim hotel

Weekly use of thenmal 

water in Cleopatra”s bath 

(Hierapolis Antique Bath)

·1 time medical input 

consultation for creating a 

personal therapy plan and 

final medical examination

·Medical intenmediate 

examination by 3 weeks .

Anion                                              

SODIUM 

POTASSIUM 

CALCIUM 

MAGNESIUM 

ALIMINUM 

METABORIC  ACID 

METASIUCATE ACID 

CARBON DIOXIDE  

THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS

Skin Diseases

Rheumatic Diseases

Muscular Contractions 

Following Removal Of Fracture 

Casts Muscular Spasms.

Gynecologic Diseases

Gout,Neuralgia. Neuritis

Arthrosis,. Colitis, Regulates 

The Circulatory System, 

Sedative Effect. Mud Mask

 Clears The Skin Pores, Antiseptic 

Effect ELiminates Ache Fooths.

The Skin. Application Of Silt In The 

Water To The Skin Enhances The 

lnerapennic Effect Of The Water.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Depending On Physician’s 

Recommendation, A Health Cure 

Consisting Of 2 Therapeutic Bath 

Seances Of 10 To 20 Minutes Per 

Day For A Total Of 10 To 15 Days 

May Be Used.

A Shock Threatment May Be 

Applied By A Succession Of That 

Hot - Cold - Hot Baths.

1 14 .950 

3 2 . 8 8 3 

466.000 

1 3 1 . 3 4 4 

0.850

66.42

17.650

730.40
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Balcova,Turkey

IZMIR

Izmir is a city on Turkey’s Aegean coast. Known as Smyrna in antiquity, it was founded by the 
Greeks, taken over by the Romans and rebuilt by Alexander the Great before becoming part 
of the Ottoman Empire in the 15th century.
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Izmir is the third largest city in Turkey with a population of around 3.7 million, the second biggest port af-

ter Istanbul and a very good transport hub. It is a rapidly growing city on the Central Aegeancoast ofTurkey. 

Once the ancient city of Smyrna. izmir is now a modern. developed, and busy commercial center, set around a 

huge bay and surrounded by mountains. The broad boulevards. glass-fronted buildings and modem shopping 

centers are dotted with traditional red-tiled roofs. the 18th century market, and old mosques and churches, al

though the city has an atmosphere more of 

Mediterranean Europe than traditional Turkey. 

The, Balcova/lzmir hot springs are located on the 

site of the Baths of Agamemnon. known and used in 

Roman times for their therapeutic quaLities. 

Bal ova is a district of izmir Province in Turkey. It is one

of the nine districts in the Greater Metropolitan Alea 

of izmir. the smallest in terms of area. Bal ova dis-

trict area follows the southern coastline of the inner 

Gulf of izmir. on the road to (:esme and is at a dis-

tance of 8 km (5 mi) to the west from the traditional 

center of izmir (Konak), which it borders on the east. The 

economy is largely based on health 

tourism with thermal baths also its 

three shopping malls constituting. 

The baths are well-known 

since antiquity and the name 

ancient, and makes reference 

to a contingent of Greeks under Agamemnonduring the 

Trojan War who were led by an oracle to the warm 

springs to heal their wounds after a battle. Aelius Aris-

tides had also frequently resorted in the baths and had 

reported that it was here that Asclepius had first began 

to prohetise. 

A number of hot sulphurous springs rise in and around 

a small stream, which previously dried up in summer, 

but which is now kept in service all year round thanks 

to modern installations centered around a five-star 

hotels. 

Balcova area district with a 600 bed capacity and the 

largest indoor thermal pool in Turkey. 

The water (62°C) is suitable for 

drinking and bathing. benefiting 

sciatica. rheumatic diseases, gy-

necologic. orthopedic and nervous 

disorders, plus intestinal and uri-

nary problems.

“Thermal Water 
Specifications and 
Beneficial health 

aspects of Balcova.”
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KAYA IZMIR 
THERMAL & 

CONVENTION 
HOTEL 

A new era is starting with Kaya Izmir in the Balcova region which is known as the Agamemnon Thermal Spa 

throughout the history and renowned for its remedial thermal water since the ancient times.  Kaya Izmir offers its 

guests a 5 star. luxurious thermal and spa experience at a location surrounded by pine forests and overlooking Izmir Bay. 

Kaya Izmir is proud to be able to make its guests “feel bettef’ by combining the medical care with plenty of oxygen 

and natural qualities at its physiotherapy and rehabilitation facilities: the most modem thermal and treatment cen-

ter in Turkey. Offering sea and nature view luxurious rooms combined with congress and meeting areas. wedding 

and reception venues and Kaya hospitality altogether. Kaya Izmir is ideal for those who wish to rejuvenate from top to toe.

Kaya Holding, which was established in 1974 by Burhanettin Kaya, is undertaking activities 
in fields of construction, tourism, finance, oil, energy and beverages with its 8 companies 
and more than 2500 employees
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Agamemnon 
Springs 

The springs of Agamemnon and the remains around offers us a history of more than 2500 years. Thousands of years old springs, 

traditional ottoman baths/hammams, and remains of belonging to this area, the most modern thermal hotel is today at service. 

Prof. Dr. William Mitchell Ramsay in his writings have mentioned that Thermal Springs of Agamemnon is located between the regions 

of Klozamanai (Urla) and Smyrna (Izmir). 

approximately 40 statias (ancient mea-

surement unit prescribing approximate-

ly 7 km). This location today describes 

the springs og Agamemnon in Balcova 

-Rheumatic Treatments

-Degenerative (Osteo-arthritis)

-Inflammatory (Rheumatoid Arthritis, 

Ankylosis Spondylitis)

-Orthopedic Disorders

-Fracture and breach rehabilitation

-Orthopedic Congenital disorders

-Neurologic impairments. disabilities & 

handicaps

-Neuro-vegetative disorders

-Fibromyalgia

-Myofacial pain syndrome

-Restless leg syndrome

-Meralgia Parasthetica

-Piriformis syndrome

-Bone-Metabolism Disorders

-Osteoporosis

-Paget’s Syndrome

-Mechanic spine pain related to office 

work

-Podiatric disorders

-Sports Injuries. 

Thermal Treatment Facilities:

·Medical examination units

·First aid and emergency unit

·Laboratory 

-Hemogram

-Sedimentation

-Urinalysis

-Urea, Creatinin

-ASO. CRP, RF

-Paraffin bath units

-Manual medical massage units: 

Massage beds are flexible and 

can form the desired postures.

-Underwater massage units 

-Whirlpools units for upper and 

lower Limbs

-ThermalJacuzzi units

-Indoor and outdoor thermal 

swimming and exercise pool

-Hobby & handworks room

-Special rehabilitation unit for 

Parkinson’s patients

-Physiotherapy & training room 

for individual and group exer-

cises

-Toilets for disabled patients 

-Wheelchairs 

Medical Treatment Equipment 

-Multifunctional Electrotherapy 

machinery (T.E.N.S-Therapeutic 

ultrasound-Laser- interferential 

currents) 

-Short wave diathermy machine 

-Cervical and lumbar traction 

machine/ Multifunctional trans-

porting stretcher

-Paraffin equipment
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Turkey

SAPANCA

Sapanca is a town and district in the Sakarya Province in the Marmara region of Turkey near 
Lake Sapanca. The town’s mayor is İbrahim Uslu.
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Sapanca is a western province of Sakarya, which is one of the most noteworthy cities in the Marmara region, 

due to its magnificent nature, proximity to big industrial cities like Istanbul and Kocaeli, and its strategic lo-

cation on the Istanbul-Ankara Highway. Sapanca is surrounded by Sapanca Lake in the north, Adapazari, the 

central province of Sakarya in the east, Kocaeli in the west, and Geyve and Pamukova in the south. It is the most 

populous province of Sakarya with a population of 40.000, although it is the smallest province in terms of size. Its 

inhabitants mainly deal with agriculture and tourism, benefiting from the humid climate and beautiful nature.

Sapanca is a heaven for those who prefer to retreat in nature. Each year, the magnificent Sapanca Lake and its 

stunning nature attract more and more tourists as well as investors looking to buy property in Turkey. There are 

many boutique hotels around, as well as luxurious ther-

mal hotels offering health and relaxation through the 

healing powers of underground mineral waters. It is 

also very close to Kartepe, the winter sports center of 

Kocaeli.

Phrygians are the earliest civilization, which settled here 

in 1200 B.C, according to the earliest written historical 

record in Sakarya. The Bithynia Empire established a 

developed settlement here in 378 A.D. The first Turkish 

invasion was in the 11th century, however the Ottomans 

captured the area finally from the Byzantines in the 

14th century. Vecihi Gate was built by great Ottoman 

architecture Mimar Sinan on the 

path of Silk Way and its main torso 

still stands. Rahime Sultan Mosque, 

Hasan Fehmi Pasa Mosque, Cami 

Cedid Mosque, Rustem Pasa 

Mosque are the most significant 

examples of Ottoman Architecture 

in the province. Byzantine sarcoph-

aguses and tombs, which were discovered during the 

road constructions, are exhibited in front of the Sakarya 

government office.

In Sapanca, the summers are warm, humid, dry, and 

clear and the winters are very cold and partly cloudy. 

Over the course of the year, the temperature typical-

ly varies from 34°F to 86°F and is rarely below 25°F or 

above 93°F. 

The hot season lasts for 3.3 months, from June 7 to 

September 17, with an average daily high temperature 

above 79°F. The hottest day of the year is August 1, with 

an average high of 86°F and low of 64°F.

The cool season lasts for 3.6 

months, from November 28 to 

March 17, with an average daily 

high temperature below 57°F. The 

coldest day of the year is January 

24, with an average low of 34°F and 

high of 50°F.

“Spanca’s weather 
of the year”
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“Your body is your most 
priceless possessionn. 
Take care of it”

ELITE WORLD 
SAPANCA 
CONVENTION 
& WELLNESS 
Elite World Sapanca Convention & Wellness Resort, which provides service in Sapanca where green meets 

blue, takes its center of nature and welcomes its guests in its 500 comfortable rooms with pond and forest 

views. The facility serves its guests with a unique understanding of quality in business, entertainment and 

health wellness stays and meetings with 21 different meeting rooms of different sizes designed to host 

business meetings and social organizations.

Located in Elite World Sapanca, Fit life Spa & Wellness, as a source of inspiration to its guests; It aims to 

provide them with a deep awareness of the life they live in and to turn personal care into a l ifestyle. 

Whether you prefer super fast skin and body care due to your intense pace, or want to be renewed or rest 

in the peaceful arms of nature. Elite World Sapanca Convention & Wellness Resort offers ambitious and 

inspiring training programs both indoors and outdoors.

Elite World Sapanca has a 

mixed pool where families can 

swim with their children. There 

is no age limit for this pool. In-

fants with six diapers can en-

ter the pool, which is suitable 

for young children. There is a 

women’s pool that is open to 

the use of women over the 

age of 14 and a mixed pool 

where guests over the age of 

14 can swim. Mixed lagoons 

for women serve guests over 

the age of 14. The facility has 

mixed hot areas, steam room 

and Turkish bath open to the 

use of guests over the age 

of 16. There is also a private 

hammam area for women 

aged 16 and over.
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Hot Springs 
In Sapanca
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NG SAPANCA 
WELLNESS & 
CONVENTION

NG Sapanca Well-

ness & Convention, 

which is the ad-

dress of comfort for 

those who want to 

get away from the stress of the 

city with its lush nature and calm 

atmosphere in Sapanca, offers a 

distinguished accommodation al-

ternative for both holiday and 

business stays.

NG Sapanca Wellness & Convention, besides its comfortable and stylish 

rooms, provides privileges such as Turkish bath, sauna, jacuzzi, indoor pool 

and massage services within the scope of SPA and wellness services.

Thanks to the clean forest air of the four seasons throughout the year, NG 

Sapanca Wellness & Convention promises a peaceful and stress-free hol-

iday, thanks to the children’s pool, playground, babysitter and club for chil-

dren aged 4-12, thanks to the family. all members have a pleasant holiday.

Facility; It is located a short walk from Sapanca Lake. 

“It’s not selfish to love
yourself, take care of 
yourself and to make 
your happiness a 
priority it’s necessary”
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SPA and wellness section of the facility; Facilities such as Turkish bath, sauna, jacuzzi, indoor pool and massage 
service are available.
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RICHMOND NUA 
WELLNESS&SPA

Located on the shores of Lake Sapanca, Richmond Nua Wellness & Spa Sapanca offers an unforgettable               

holiday with its facilities. The facility offers a unique holiday opportunity with dozens of different water therapies, 

a healthy menu, specialist therapists and specially designed care programs.

Turkey’s first and only “destination 

SPA” s Richmond Nua, forest and 

lake scenery of the intersection 

in Sapanca peace from the wa-

ter, brings a wealth of pushing the 

boundaries of the five senses. Nua, 

which is 1 hour away from Istanbul, 

has a total of 131 exclusive rooms, 

20 of which are suites, 14 of which 

are deluxe, 96 of which are supe-

rior and 1 suitable for people with 

physical disabilities, a full SPA area 

spanning 2,700 m² and a constant-

ly renewed person. in Turkey, with 

special programs “destination SPA” 

continues to be a pioneer and de-

veloper of the concept.

The facility in Sapanca location; It is located 100 km from Sabiha Gokcen Airport, 
120 km from Istanbul and 178 km from Istanbul Airport.
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“Turkish Bath.”

SPA and wellness section of the 

facility; Facilities like hammam, 

massage, care, hairdresser, sauna 

and steam room are offered.

NUA Wellness SPA Facilities

- “Aqua Cave” adventure shower

- Herbal steam bath  

- Salt steam bath

- Ottoman steam bath Loft sauna 

(unique double-deck sauna made 

of centennial trees)  

- Laconium (Roman style dry bath)

- Tepidarium (resting area 

equipped with heated ceramic 

beds)

- Ice-Grotto (Ice Room)

- Turkish bath

- Salt water hydro massage pool

- NUA Spirit (chargeable)

- VIP Private with steam bath and 

Finnish Sauna (chargeable)

- Recreation areas and water beds alternatives

- Skin care applications (chargeable)

- Massage treatments (chargeable)

- Body care applications (chargeable)

- Solarium (chargeable)
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Turkey

YALOVA

Yalova is a city located in northwestern Turkey, near the eastern coast of the Sea of Marmara. 
Yalova has a city population of 100,863, while the population of Yalova Province is 118,998 as 
of 2011.
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Yalova is undoubtedly one of the nicest cities in Turkey. The city offers clean air, green spaces, thermal springs 

and the most wonderful sea. With its close proximity to Istanbul and several large residential areas, it makes 

an ideal choice for those looking to relax within stunning surroundings. For those looking to relocate there 

are good employment prospects and with the recent construction of the Gulf bridge, travel to and from the area 

could not be easier.

Yalova is the new rising city just under an hour from Is-

tanbul with excellent transportation links, providing the 

residents or visitors with the unique privilege of being 

near to all the benefits of Istanbul but away from all the 

hustle and bustle. Yalova has the enviable location of 

being on the seafront as well as being next to the ther-

mal springs.

It offers all the benefits and advantages of urban life 

with all the privileges of a healthy lifestyle amidst the 

best that nature has to offer.

Yalova is also undergoing a new way in which the urban 

transport runs and this will include walkways for pedes-

trians plus transport options for the 

elderly and those with disabilities. 

The plan referred to as healthy ur-

ban living has been created by the 

government in conjunction with 

the universities and is said to bene-

fit all age groups.

The city offers everything required for day to day liv-

ing at reasonable costs. This is an ideal area for those 

seeking a good climate with a modest lifestyle and the 

opportunity to live in a truly healthy environment 

Yalova has a climate that is best described as border-

line Mediterranean/humid sub tropical. The winters are 

cold to residents however very mild (high 40*F &ndash; 

mid 50*F) to those from other countries, and the sum-

mers are hot and humid. January and February are on 

average the coldest months with temperatures av-

eraging 50*F and the warmer weather begins in May 

through to October where temperatures average mid 

70*F with July and August well into 

the high 80*F. During the summer 

months there is on average three 

days of rain with December and 

January seeing as much as 12 days 

of rain in the month.

“Yalova’s weather of 
the year”
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Combining the magnificent 

n a t u r e  a n d  t h e r m a l 

waters of Yalova with 

L i m a k  q u a l i t y ,  L i m a k  Y a l o v a 

Thermal Boutique opens the doors 

of a pleasant holiday to its guests 

with its services that prioritize 

elegance and comfort.

The historical hotel, whose first 

guest is Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, 

has a stylish restaurant serving 

breakfast and dinner. The rooms of 

the facility, decorated with inspiration 

from the Ottoman architecture, 

have thermal water (bathtub) in 

the bathrooms.  

LIMAK YALOVA 
THERMAL BOUTIQUE
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The SPA center of the facility, which has a large SPA 

area; facilities such as steam room, indoor swimming 

pool, sauna and Turkish bath. In the SPA center, spe-

cial massages and skin treatments are applied for the 

guests who wish.

In the SPA section of the facility; There are open-closed 

thermal pool, skin care, steam room, sauna and Turkish 

bath.

“Many of us don’t know what the benefits of thermal spring water 
are, and why it’s better for our skin than water from the tap. Water is 
water surely? Wrong!.”

Limak 
Yalova 
SPA & 
Wellness
center
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BLACK BIRD THERMAL 
HOTEL & SPA 

Located in the famous Thermal district of Yalova, Black 

Bird Thermal Hotel & SPA welcomes its guests with ther-

mal pools and hot spring baths. The Thermal SPA Cen-

ter, built on an area of   1100 m² within the hotel, awaits 

its guests with its modern decoration and peaceful at-

mosphere, which is implemented by staying true to the 

unique architecture of the hotel.

Sky SPA Center provides service on site. Private family 

bathrooms provide paid services. Eros SPA serves as a 

common use area for male and female guests, while 

Aphrodite SPA only serves women.

“Indoor pool, sauna, hammam and
 massage service..”
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 1033 Beds428 Room5

NG GURAL AFYON

 790 Beds317 Room5

AKRONES HOTEL

 1000 Beds329 Room5

KOREL OTEL

 820 Beds286 Room5

İKBAL TERMAL

838 Beds376 Room5

MAY TERMAL

300 Beds164 Room5

ÇELİK PALAS

 246 Beds120 Room5

Marigold Thermal

582 Beds291 Room5

NG SPANCA

 450 Beds211 Room5

KERVANSARAY THERMAL
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 750 Beds 310 Room 5

Colossae Termal

468 Beds 234 Room 5

Pam Thermal

654 Beds 316 Room 5

Kaya  Thermal

 1000 Beds 465 Room 5

Altınyunus Thermal 

700 Beds 312 Room 5

Radisson Blu 

950 Beds 390 Room 5

Sheraton  Hotel 

120 Beds 48 Room 5

Limak Thermal

220 Beds 90 Room 4

Thermalium 
Wellness Park

1000 Beds 500 Room 5

ELITE WORLD SPANCA



AFROSUM IS A TURKISH TOURISM OPERATOR OFFERING INDUSTRY PARTNERS THE FULL BENEFITS OF 
A CUSTOMIZED 360-DEGREE SERVICE CATERING TO A FULL RANGE OF CLIENT NEEDS AND 
DELIVERING THE BEST POSSIBLE VALUE AND SERVICES INCLUDING DESTINATION  MANAGEMENT, 
PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS, MEETINGS, NCENTIVES, EVENTS, LEISURE AND 
EDUCATIONAL TOURISM. WITH EXPERIENCE IN DEPTH, WE HAVE BEEN SERVICING TRAVEL AND 
ORGANIZING INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES, MEETINGS AND EVENTS FOR ALMOST 20 YEARS.THE 
PROJECTS WE HAVE UNDERTAKEN OVERSEAS GAVE US A UNIQUE INSIGHT INTO HOW MAJOR 
INTERNATIONAL  DESTINATIONS DEVELOP THEIR TOURISM INDUSTRIES.THIS IS HOW WE FOUND THE 
COURAGE TO ENTER NEW AND CHALLENGING MARKETS LIKE AFRICA, LIKE MONGOLIA. WE ARE 
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL EXPERIENCED AND KNOWLEDGEABLE TOURISM DESIGNERS AS WE KNOW 
THAT PEOPLE COME TOGETHER TO CREATE SPECIAL MEMORIES OF SHARED EXPERIENCES.

25 million people took
an international  
holiday in the world.

It is around a billion
people globally.

TODAY1950

TOURISM IS A HUGE SECTOR CONTRIBUTING TO THE GLOBAL 
ECONOMY 10.4 PERCENT, GENERATING 1 OUT OF EVERY 
10 JOBS IN TOTAL VALUE.TOURISM HAVE  STRONGER AND 
FASTER GROWTH RATES THAN  MANUFACTURING PROVIDING 
8 PERCENT OF GLOBAL EXPORTS. IT’S ONE OF THE BEST AND 
FASTEST WAYS OF GENERATING THE JOBS ALL COUNTRIES 
NEED SO BADLY. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR CULTURAL 
AWARENESS, FOR GLOBAL ECONOMY, FOR THE WORLD 
PEACE AND FOR THE NEXT WORK FORCE. WITH THIS POWER 
IN HAND, WE CAN HELP BRINGING THE WORLD CLOSER. 
AND BET TER . TH IS IS OUR VIS ION DOING THIS JOB .

A L W A Y S
E X T R A O R D I N A R Y

H O L I D A Y S R E L I G I O U S C U L T U R E H E A L T H Y O U T H E V E N T S
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United Nations World Tourism 
Organization says, about 1.9 
billion people will take holiday 
in 2030.

About 4.3 billion
people globally.
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EVENT 
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We’re not alone in creating holidays; there 

are of course many others out there doing 

similar things. Some we think are excel-

lent, some less so. However, we tend not 

to focus on what’s happening with the 

competition and concentrate on the things 

we know we do best. We are experts who 

have been helping travelers explore and 

discover Turkey for 20 years. Our holidays 

grant travelers the chance to experience 

both the popular and little-known aspects 

of Turkey, giving them an insight into the 

diverse character of this amazingly rich cul-

ture. We are able to decode Turkey’s DNA 

for visitors who may not be familiar with the 

country, or who want to see a different side 

to it. We have our finger on the pulse of the 

real Turkey. As travel specialists, we ensure 

our each and every traveler is exceptionally 

well looked after from the point of enquiry 

right through their return home. Whether 

an exciting Istanbul city break, an extreme 

Cappadocia adventure, a relaxing Aegean 

escape, or a mystical Asia Minor religious 

journey, Afrosum delivers the best service. 

We have been servicing corporations in 

destinations, providing creative solutions 

based on logistical excellence for Incentives, 

Conferences and Meetings.

We successfully developed projects in Turkey 

and the rest of the world. With over a thousand 

cases in our portfolio (and counting), we 

have managed to build an extensive and 

excellent network of reliable suppliers.

Thanks to our painstaking research, we 

have plenty of insider knowledge that can 

benefit our clients in many ways. We have 

extensive knowledge on the exclusive venue 

sector across the world. We advise and 

manage all the operations to make an

incentive a truly first-class experience with 

moments that move hearts, minds and your 

business forward.

With specialized knowledge and many 

years of experience, AFROSUM works hard 

to create and produce high-profile events 

for an international clientele.

We’re proud to have worked with top 

clients who trust us to invest in complex, 

custom-made projects. The can-do attitude 

within the AFROSUM Events Team is 

contagious, everyone is a genuine gogetter! 

That’s how we create the best experiences.

We provide full service package, which 

combines our creative thinking and 

precision in the execution of every event. 

We combine creative functionality with 

pragmatism and produce the most
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  HARBIYE MAH. HURRIYET CAD. NO:52 
CANKAYA , ANKARA - TURKEY

 PHONE : +90 312 479 8 479 
FAX : +90 312 220 0 221

WHATSAPP : +90 850 305 27 70

W W W . A F R O S U M . C O M
AFROSUM


